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f01md in a ballast-pit opened by the Great Eastern Railway 
Company by the side of the line, about a mile and a quarter 
fr.Jm Kennet Station, in the county of Suffolk. A reference to 
the Geological Map of the Orduance Survey, Sheet 51, N.E., 
will show that the gravel in which this pit was opened is an 
extension of that which underlies the site of the above su?face 
discovery. The implements from the ballast-pit which have 
come into my possession are of the kite-shaped and ovate types. 
Some are water-worn and abraded, in others the angles and 
edges are as sharp as if made yesterday. 

ARTHUR G. WRIGHT 

Sign-Numbers in Use among the Masai 

AMONG the numerous tribes of Central Africa the Masai are 
distinguished by their use of finger-signs to denote numbers. 
These notorious warriors rarely ever use language to indicate 
nn nbers without accompanying signs on the fingers, though 
very frequently the latter are employed without the former, 
especially in answerin:; questions. 

As by some inadvertency I omitted giving a list of these signs 
in " Through Masai ·Land," and Mr. Johnston, in his book 
"Kilimanjaro." has followed snit, it may still be of some 
jntcrest and value to anthropologists to learn what these are. 

English M 8.sai 
r Nabo 
2 Are 

3 Uni 

4 Unghwani 

5 Umiet 

6 He 

7 Nabishana 
8 Usiet 

9 Nai:1clo 

IO Tomor 

II Tomoni-obwo 

20 Tikitum 
21 Tikitum-o-n1bo 

30 Othman 

40 Artum 

50 Unum 

6o Tomoni-ile 

70 Tomoni-nabi,hana 
8o Tomoni-usiet 

90 Ton1or..i-naftdo 

100 Ipe 

200 Ipe-are 

Sign 
First finger held out alone 
First and second fingers held out and 

alternately moved backwards and 
forwards 

Thumb and two first fingers placed 
tip to tip 

First and second fingers laid on top 
of each other 

Thumb placed between first and second 
fingers 

Thumb scratched over nail of second 
finger 

No finger indication 
Hand held open and vertical and 

mo'Vecl up and clown 
Thumb and first finger form a circle 

by joining the tips 
First finger drawn over the nail of the 

thumb 
Same sign as in ro accompanied by 

that for r. The same rule for the 
succeeding numbers 

The hand closed and opened rapidly 
The same as 20, but followed by the 

sign for I 

First finger held out and shaken by a 
circular m wement of the wrist 

The hand held open and vertical and 
shaken or agitated by a circular 
movement of the wrist ; not up and 
clown as in 8 

Thumb placed between first and second 
fingers, and hand a;-itated as in 40 

Nail of thumb scratched on nail of 
third finger 

No finger indication 
Same as in 8, but sign never employed 

alone 
Same as in 9, but words always em

ployed along with sign 
The partially closed hand opened once 

or twice 

JOSEPH THOMSON 

A GLACIAL PERIOD IN AUSTRAL!A 

A GREAT many theories have been put forward to 
explain the extensive glaciation which repeatedly 

covered Europe and North America with enormous ice
streams. The ingenuity displayed by those who dealt 
with the subject was well worthy ofthe importance which 
attaches to the solution of the problem. However 
plausible some of the theories propounded may be, still 

it seems premature to approach such a question until 
all the available evidence bearing on the subject has 
been brought together. The southern hemisphere has, 
up till very recently, revealed only a few, and not very 
important facts, regarding glaciation, and it is evident 
that glacier traces in that hemisphere must be of great 
impo-rtance to explain the cause of glaciation ; whether we 
may suppose it to be cosmic or terrestrial. I think, 
therefore, that my discoveries of glacier traces in Australia 
may be of sufficient general scientific interest to warrant 
my giving a short account of them in this journal. 

Dr. von Haast, in his excellent work on the "Geology 
of Canterbury and Westland (New Zealand)" gave a 
detailed account of the traces of an extensive glaciation 
in the Middle Island of New Zealand, together with a 
map, showing that at one time the glaciers on the western 
slopes of the Southern Alps in many places reached 
clown to the sea, and that those which descended from 
their eastern flanks covered a large portion of the lowe 
lands extending between the mountains and the coast
line. 

During my exploration of the central part of the 
Southern Alps I observed numerous old moraines and 
roches moutomzces in the area which, according to von 
Haast's map, had once been covered by glaciers. Parti
clllarly was I struck with the freshness of the stri::e, the 
scratches and grooves in the steep and rocky preci
pices on the sides of Milford Sound, that jewel of the 
Southern Alps. 1 Capt. Hutton, who examined some of 
the other sounds has not discovered any glacial trace; 
there.2 

Even now the glaciers in New Zealand reach down to 
700 feet on the west, and to zooo feet on the east side, 
which shows that New Zealand must be subject to a very 
different climate to that in similar latitudes-44°-in the 
northern hemisphere. Like Patagonia, New Zealand is 
at the present clay to a certain extent in a Glacial period. 
The much greater extent of the prehistoric glaciers 
shows, however, that it is now by no means at the height 
of its glaciation. 

Although a Glacial period was shown to have existed 
in New Zealand, there have not up to now been any 
definite statements regarding this subject in the mainland 
of Australia. The Rev. Tenison-Woods 3 examined 
certain rocks in the Blue Mountains, an insignificant 
table-land to the west of Sydney, and came to the conclu
sion that these, which had been supposed to indicate ice
action, did not do so, and that in fact there was no 
evidence of a Glacial period in the Blue Mo'Jntains. Mr. 
Howitt 4 came to a similar negative result regarding 
certain gravels and conglomerates, which according to 
others indicated glacial action. Griffiths, 5 on the other 
hand, claims these and other conglomerates of Omeo and 
Gippsland as evidences of a Glacial period in Australia. 

Prof. Tate 6 described some striated rocks found near 
Adelaide, and Stirling 7 has shown that there exist ex
tensive traces of glacier action in certain valleys near 
Om eo. 

I myself have,8 in several papers, published some of 
l R. von Lendenfeld, "Det· Tasmangletscher und seine Umgebung." 

Erg8..nzungsheft No. 75 von Petermann's geografhisclten frlitthei!unge;z. 
''The Time of the Glacial Period in New Zealand," Proceedings of the 
Linnean Society of N.S.\V. for r88s. 

2 F. l\L Hutton, Proceedings of the Linnean Society of N.S.W. for 
,sss. 

3 Proceedings of the Linnean Society of N. S. \V ., vol vii. p 382. 
4 Quarterly Journal of the Geological S _:ciety of London, vol. xxxv. 

p. Evidences of a Glacial Epoch in Victoria," Proceedings Of the Rojal 
Society of Victoria [Jr r884. . 

6 Tate, Anniversary Address, Transactions of the Royal Society of South 
Australia, r87g-8o. 

7 T. Stirling, "Notes on some Evidences of Glaciation in the Australian 
Alps," P-roceedings rf the H.oyal Society of Victoria for r88s. 

8 R. von Lendenfeld, " Official Report on the Expl 1ration of Iv:t:ount 
Kosciusco to the Government of New South Wales" (Sydney, r88s.) 
''The Glacial Perind in Australia," Proceedings of the Linnean Society 
of New South Wales for r88s. "Report on an Exploration of 1\Iount 
Bogong," Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society of Victoria for 
1886. 
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the results of my two explorations of the Australian Alps, 
and described numerous indubitable traces of prehistoric 
glaciers on Mount Kosciusco and on Mount Bogong.1 

Mr. Brown, Government Geologist of South Australia, 
has furnished me with photographs of beautifully pre
served strire on rocks in the Mount Lofty group near 
Adelaide. Prof. Hutton 2 has taken objection to the con
clusions arrived at by myself, and although he acknow
ledges a Glacier period in Australia, objects to its having 
been a Glacial period. If I now revise the facts stated 
by others, and compare them with my own observations, 
I hope I may be able to give some idea as to the time 
and extent of the Glacial period in Australia. Before 
entering on the subject, however, I must give an outline 
of the physiography of the Australian Alps. 

The greater part of Australia is destitute of high 
mountains ; only in the south-eastern corner we meet 
with greater elevations. Here a true Alpine chain is 
situated. These Australian Alps consist of numerous 
parallel chains extending from south to north, which are 
curved in such a way as to advance with their convex 
sides eastward. The Australian Alps are very old ; only 
Palreozoic formations participate in the folding which runs 
parallel to the extent of the ridges. The predominant 
rocks on the surface are gneiss-granite and Silurian, 
which appears generally in the facies of brown slate. 
Devoni<!-n limestones and slates are found ; they are, 
however, not common and discordant to the uRderlying 
Silurian. The stratified rocks are highly folded, and 
usually with a very large dip or vertical. The Silurian 
appears on the surface in elongated islands or bands (com
pare the Government geological map of New South 
Wales), which extend parallel to the strike and to the 
main ranges. The coast-line follows precisely the same 
direction as the mountain-ranges, and the contour 
lines on the steep submarine precipice which extends 
down from it also run in the same direction. It appears 
that these mountains have been formed by a process of 
folding consequent on a horizontal pressure acting from 
west to east, and moving the folds in that direction 
away from a centre of depression situated · in the interior 
of Australia. The steep submarine precipice by which 
the land sinks abruptly to a very great depth appears as 
a more recent fault. 

Volcanic action participated in the formation of the Aus
tralian Alps, particularly in the vicinity of Mount Bogong. 
The volcanoes which formed the Bogong basalt plains, 
&c., seem to have been active during the early part of 
the Devonian. It appears probable that the upheaval of 
the Australian Alps-the folding-took place between the 
Silurian and Devonian or in the ealy Devonian. Hardly 
any formations later than the Palreozoic take part in the 
formation of the Australian Alps, and those which, like 
the Miocene in the valleys, have been observed, show a 
perfectly undisturbed horizontal stratification. 

It will be seen from this that the Australian Alps are 
very old, much older not only than the . European Alps 
and Himalayas, but older also than the .New Zealand 
Alps. The effects of erosion are consequently much 
more matured there than in the other . mountain systems 
mentioned, and consequently the appearance of these 
mountains is of particular interest. Only here and there 
rocks crop out on the summits of the bills or form steep 
precipices on their sides. Generally speaking, the moun
tain forms are very tame, and round. Mountaineering in 
Australia can generally be performed on horseback. The 
basements of high massive elevations only are left. High 
and sharp ridges weathered into series of grotesque rock 
pinnacles, the characteristic of the much younger Alps of 
Europe, have long since disappeared, and extensive undu
lating table-lands now mark the localities where once high 

peaks have stood. These table-lands are well defined 
and surrounded by steeper inclines, by which they 
descend to the surrounding lowlands. The Kosciusco 
group, from which the highest mountains in Australia 
arise, is a remarkable example of such a table-land, 
extending over an area of r6o square miles, with an 
average height of s6oo-6ooo feet. 

The highest mountain in Australia, Mount Townsend, 
which I discovered to be the culminating point of Aus
tralia, is 7351 feet high.1 There are several othe_r peaks 
in the Kosciusco group over 7000 feet, particularly 
Mueller's Peak, 7266 feet, which was, up to the time_ of 
my expedition, considered the highest. Two peaks, which 
I have named Abbott's Peak and Mount Clarke, are over 
7100 feet high. 

In other parts of the Australian Alps the h eight of 7000 
feet is nowhere reached. Next in importance to the 
Kosciusco group is the Bogong r;;tnge, the _hi?"hest point 
of which was ascended by me this year; 1t 1s 6508 feet 
above sea-level. Other peaks on the basaltic plateau 
south of Mount Bogong attain a height of 6ooo-64oo feet. 

The whole of the Australian Alps consists of several 
high table-lands divided by very broken and hilly country 
from each other. The lowest levels on the table-lands 
are usually hi o-her than the hill-tops in the adjacent 
country. The are cut deep into the la nd. The 
main Alpine valleys have in their upper and middle por
tions an elevation of about 2000 feet. Steep gorges and 
waterfalls occur only on the margins of the table-lands. 
Terraces in the valleys themselves are not met with. 

The Australian Alps reach to the sea. The whole of the 
south-eastern coast of Australia is hilly. Towards the west 
and n{)rth-west they dive under the Tertiary plains through 
which the Murray River wends its way. In the north 
they terminate on the left bank of the Y ass and nght 
bank of the Shoalhaven River. The mountainous country 
extends beyond this line to the north-eastern corner of 
Australia with a similar direction of the chains; but in 
this locality the geological structure changes. Extensive 
Triassic and Carboniferous formations take the place of 
the gneiss-granite and Silurian of the Australian Alps 
South-west the Alps may be considered to terminate 
near Melbourne. 

The Australian Alps, from the Murray plain to the sea, 
have a width of about rzo miles on an average, and they 
are, from Melbourne to the Yass River, nearly 400 miles 
long. They are situated between 35° and 39° S. lat. and 
145° and rsoo E. long. Their latitude accordingly corre
sponds to that of the Sierra Nevada. 

The Australian Alps exercise a vast influence on the 
climate and rainfall, in such a manner that, whilst the 
greater part of Australia south of the zone of tropical 
rains, suffers exceedingly from want of rain, the south-east 
comer-the Alpine part of Australia-has sufficient rain
fall for the development of the country. To th is climatic 
influence of the Australian Alps the great superiority of 
the colonies of New South Wales and Victoria over all 
the other Australian colonies must be ascribed. 

At Kiandra, situated to the north of the Kosciusco 
group, the only meteorological station at a high elevation, 
there is a very heavy rainfall; from there it rapidly 
decreases as we advance westwards towards the interior, 
and also to the east, although not so much. It increases 
again on the east coast. 

The Eucalyptus forests of the lowlands extend up to a 
height of about 5800 feet. Higher elevations are desti
tute of trees. On the upper margin of tree-growth the 
forest consists of very low and stunted trees belonging to 
the species Eucalyptus paucijlora and E. Gunnii. This 
Alpine forest resembles" Krummholz" of our Alps. 

I A detailed account of the results of my explorations will be published in 1 I made the ascent of :Mueller's Peak, the height of which was trigona-
the Erganzungshefte zu Peterma1tn's Geografischen llfitthcilungen. I metrically measured by the Victorian Geode tical Survey (Mr. Black), and 

2 . Hutton," The Supposed Glacial Period in Australia, " Proceedings of Mount Townsend on the same day, and the height given ab:Jve was calcu-
the Linnean Society of New South Wales for 188s. lated from the aneroid readings on botk 
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It snows in the Australian Alps very much in the I 
winter, and the prevaiiing westerly winter winds pile up 
masses of wind-blown snow just below the high ridges on 
their eastern or lee sice. These masses of snow never 
disappear altogether in summer, and we find eternal snow 
·in the Australian Alps at an elevation of 6500 feet. 

The excessively clear and bright Australian atmosphere 
affords no obstacle to the nocturnal irradiation of the 
day's heat, and so it freezes very frequently there at 
night , even in midsummer, down to 5000 feet. I experi
enced severe frosts on Mount Kosciusco in January 1885 
-January corresponds to our July-whilst it was in
tensely hot in the adjacent lowlands. 

From these statements it is evident that we have in the 
Australian Alps a formidable mountain·range, which, 
although not glaciated now, would bear glaciers if the 
climate were slightly colder and more humid. 

It seemed particularly surprising, therefore, that the 
older authors on Australian glaciation had given a verdict 
without examining the Alps. If no glacier traces were 
found in the lowlands, they yet might be found in the 
Alps; and if glacier traces were found in the lowlands, 
how much more extensive must they be in the mountains. 
Up the mountains I accordingly went to look for them. 
I undertook two expeditions. In 1885 I visited the 
Kosciusco group and ascended Mueller's Peak and 
Mount Townsend, and this year I explored the Bogong 
range and ascended the highest mountain in Victoria, 
Mount Bogong. 

The Governments and learned Societies of New South 
Wales and Victoria greatly assisted me in my work by 
pecuniary aid and in other ways, and I am glad here to 
find an opportunity of expressing my gratitude for the 
great-! might say splendid-liberality with which the 
Australians have aided me. On my second journey I was 
accompanied by Mr. James Stirling, District Surveyor of 
Omeo, whose well-known essays on Australian glaciation 
have closely connected his name with the subject I had 
in view. 

I was fa \ oured with fine weather on both occasions, 
and on both occasions travelled through country never 
previously explored by any one with practical mountain
eering experience. North of Mount Bogong I travelled 
for three days through country hitherto unknown. I 
found glacier traces on both occasions in great abundance, 
and in a sufficient state of preservation to be recognised 
as such without the shadow of a doubt. On the sides of 
the valleys of the tributaries to the Snowy River, which 
drains the eastern slopes of the Kosciusco plateau, I 
found abundant rodzes moutonm!es at levels over 58oo feet, 
and high above the bottoms of the valleys. Also in some 
parts of the table-land itself such were found. With a 
little Alpine experience it is not difficult to discriminate 
between such ice-worn rocks and the ordinary bosses of 
weathered granite. These rocks are particularly well
defined in the Wilkinson Valley, the upper part of which 
is situated between Mount Townsend and Mueller's Peak. 
The bottom of the upper part of this valley is a broad 
and flat plain 6z6o feet above sea-level. The hill-sides 
which surround it are everywhere worn down by glacial 
a ction up to about Soo feet above the valley bottom. The 
upper limit of ice-action is clearly marked, as in many 
valleys of the European Alps, and the thickness of the 
prehistoric ice stream thereby clearly indicated. 

On the southern slopes of Mount Bogong, and also on 
the spurs of the northern flank of the mountain, basaltic 
erratics were found, which rocks could hardly have been 
transported to that locality without ice-action. In the 
valley of Mountain Creek, to the north of Mount Bogong, we 
discovered a large and well-preserved terminal moraine 
at an elevation of about z8oo feet, and some traces of 
others further down the valley. 

The large moraine was carefully studied by Mr. Stirling 
and myself. Rocks of various kinds are scattered 

irregularly in it. It extends from one side of the broad 
valley to the other, and is cut through near the centre by 
the Mountain Creek. On the steep slopes towards the 
stream its composition of rocks brought down by an ice
stream can be easily recognised. 

These two expeditions to the Australian Alps convinced 
me that at one time these mountains were glaciated, and 
the discovery of the moraine in Mountain Creek Valley, 
together with Stirling's (!.c.) elaborate researches in the 
Livingstone Valley, prove that the ice-streams of the 
Glacial period must have descended to pretty low levels. 
Down to zooo feet glacial traces· have been found in 
various parts of the Alps, and also in the Lofty Mountains 
near Adelaide. It is assumed by C. Wilkinson and other 
leading Australian geologists that a pluviatile period existed 
in the Miocene period, and it is obvious that such a period 
would probably be isochronous with the glaciation at high 
levels. 

It is difficult to say whether the Australian and New 
Zealand glaciation was simultaneous, but that also 
appears probable. The better preservation of &c., 
in New Zealand is doubtless due to the greater hardness 
and resisting power to meteorological influences, of the 
ice-worn rocks in New Zealand than in the Australian 
Alps, where rapidly weathering granite is prevalent. 

Whether this glaciation of Australasia was simultaneous 
wirh the last glaciation of Europe, or whether it was in 
time situated between the last glaciation and the last but 
one of the northern hemisphere, is not easy to decide. 
It appears nearly certain that it was not later than the 
last European Glacial period, and, as far as my opinion 
of the appearance of the traces it left behind goes, it was 
earlier. It may be hoped that future researches will show 
in a decisive manner whether it was simultaneous or 
earlier. If we do not consider merely local circumstances 
of sufficient effect to produce such a great change of 
climate as to cause so extensive a glaciation, we may, by 
arriving at the decision of the time of the Glacial period 
in Australia, also ascertain whether Glacial periods 
in the southern and northern hemispheres are simulta-
1teous or alternating, which would give a clue to the 
difficult problem before us. · 

The necessary researches will doubtless be carried on 
with vigour by Australian men of science; and we may 
hope that their sagacity and perseverance may lead to 
the solution of the question, What is the cause of Glacial 
periods? R. VON LENDENFELD 

ROOTS 1 

I T is a fact which has become more and more evident to 
the practical cultivator that the results of his efforts 

manifest themselves on the whole in a sort of compromise 
between the plant and its environment : I mean that 
although he sees more or less distinctly what his plant 
should be-according to a certain standard, however-it 
is but rarely, if ever, that the plant cultivated perfectly 
fulfils in every respect what is demanded of it. Of late 
years this has of course forced itself more prominently 
before the observer, because the facts and phenomena 
constituting what is termed variation have been so much 
more definitely described, and the questions arising out 
of them so much more clearly formulated. 

Two points can be asserted without fear of contra-

! 
diction : first, the plant itself i.s a variable organism ; 
and, secondly, its environment varies. Now within 
limits which are somewhat wide, when closely ex
amined, the experience of man leads him to neglect the 
variations occurring around him, and so no one quarrels 
with the statement that two individual geraniums belong 
to the same variety, or two oak trees to the same species, 

1 See NATURE, vol. xxxi. p. z8 3. A lecture by H. Marshall Ward, 
F. L.S ., Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge; Professor of Botany m the 
Scho >l of t 'ores try, Royal Indian College, Cooper s Hill. 
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